Abstract : We investigate ambient sensing techniques that recognize writer's psychological states by measuring vibrations of handwriting on a desk panel using a piezoelectric contact sensor attached to its underside. In particular, we describe a technique for estimating the subjective difficulty of a question for a student as the ratio of the time duration of thinking to the total amount of time spent on the question. Through experiments, we confirm that our technique correctly recognizes whether or not a person writes something down on paper by measured vibration data at the accuracy of over 80 %, and that the order of computed subjective difficulties of three questions is coincident with that reported by the subject in 60 % of experiments. We also propose a technique to estimate a writer's psychological stress by using the standard deviation of the spectrum of the measured vibration. Results of a proof-of-concept experiment show that the proposed technique correctly estimates whether or not the subject feels stress at least 90 % of the time.
Introduction
Ambient sensing is an emerging research topic that aims to measure human behaviors or monitor human health with widely distributed sensors such as cameras or wearable sensors attached to the human body. An important aspect of ambient sensing is that it should not disturb people's daily activities, either physically or psychologically. In this context, one of the suitable ambient sensing techniques could be vibration sensing of daily objects such as walls and tables. Because vibration sensors such as a microphone are normally small, they can be easily embedded within environment and hidden from people. In addition, they do not record other information than vibrations. Therefore, people feel less aware of being monitored when vibration sensors are used in ambient sensing than when the other sensors such as cameras and wearable sensors are used, and consequently, their activities are less disturbed. Recently, it has started to study the use of vibration sensors for recognizing human behaviors such as scratch gestures on daily surfaces in the context of ambient sensing [1] .
In this paper, we introduce ambient sensing techniques that estimate human psychological states, in addition to human behaviors, by using a tiny contact sensor for measuring the desk panel vibration caused by handwriting (Fig. 1) . Handwriting is indispensable in our daily and intellectual activities. People take notes for record, sketch a diagram to express an idea, write down their thoughts to arrange them, or write down learned knowledge on notebooks. When people write something, audible vibrations occur on a desk panel by the collision and friction between pen and paper. Our techniques measure the collision and friction sound with piezoelectric sensor, or a microphone, that is attached to the underside of the desk panel so that the writer does not notice it.
In particular, we propose two techniques: one estimates the student's subjective difficulty of a studied topic, and the other estimates the writer's psychological stress. For the first technique, we at first propose to classify a writer's behavior as either "writing" or "thinking" by using measured desk panel vibrations. The classifier is a simple binary tree whose nodes compare the mean or variance of each spectrum of the measured vibrations in specific frequency bands. We estimate the subjective difficulty of a question by the ratio of the time duration of thinking to the total amount of time spent on the question. For the second technique, we find a correlation between the pen speed and the spectrum of measured vibrations in a specific frequency band. We also find that the variance of the speed is greater when a writer is with stress than without it. We propose to estimate the writer's psychological stress by the standard deviation (SD) of the spectrum.
To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:
• we investigate ambient sensing techniques that recog-JCMSI 0001/12/0501-0002 c 2011 SICE nize writers' psychological states by measuring vibrations caused by handwriting on a desk panel with a vibration sensor attached to its underside;
• in particular, we develop a technique that estimates the subjective difficulty of a question for a student, by the ratio of the time duration of thinking to the total amount of time spent for a question;
• and, we propose to estimate the writer's psychological stress by using the SD of the spectrum of measured vibrations.
Related Work
Researchers have investigated various techniques for estimating psychological states through physiological or behavioral measurements. Although physiological measurements are reliable, they cannot work in small homes or classrooms, because large equipment is required [2] . Furthermore, because such sensors must be attached to the human body, they can disrupt natural daily activities. Therefore, in the context of ambient sensing, we adopt an approach utilizing behavioral measurement. Previous researchers in this domain have widely applied image sequences captured by a video camera directed toward a human for estimating psychological states [3] , [4] . The presence of such cameras, however, may increase psychological stress, because people might feel that they are being monitored by someone. We, on the other hand, chose a vibration sensor for estimating psychological states with the aim of causing less psychological stress.
Other researchers have also attempted to discreetly measure psychological states by hiding sensors from monitored people so that they do not notice the presence of the sensors. Okubo et al., for instance, estimated the degree of human concentration with a 3-axis accelerometer attached to the upper part of a chair backrest [5] . Similarly, Lv et al. installed a pressure sensor into a keyboard for measuring finger pressure on keys [6] . Using the measured pressure patterns, they classified the participant's emotion as neutral, anger, fear, happiness, sadness, or surprise. Harrison et al. recognized scratching gestures of a fingernail by detecting scratch vibrations of a surface in a room with vibration sensors attached on the surface [1] . In contrast, we focus on estimating psychological stress and subjective difficulty from desk panel vibrations.
Previous research has examined the estimation of psychological states by handwriting analysis. Luria et al. found differences in pen pressure and trajectory between the handwriting of true and false sentences [7] . It was hypothesized that strong psychological stresses fostered faster pen speed and heavier pen pressure [8] , [9] . In contrast to the previous research that used pen tablets, we focus on using a vibration sensor to analyze handwriting so that people do not have to prepare any special equipment but need an ordinary pen and paper.
Subjective Difficulty Estimation Technique
This section describes the proposed subjective difficulty estimation method. The estimation result could help a student to effectively review studied topics by him-or herself. Figure 2 illustrates a practical application. In this example when a student takes an exam alone, question 1 seems easy to where (top) a student might misunderstand the proficiency level only by the exam result without the estimation, and (bottom) the estimation result enables the student to efficiently review the questions.
answer, because the student understands it well. On the other hand, question 2 seems harder because he or she does not understand it very well. But when the student checks the answers, both could be correct just by coincidence. In this case, the student might think that he or she understood both of them. This is not a desirable learning situation. If subjective difficulty can be estimated and visualized by our proposed technique, the student can correctly know whether or not he or she should review each question.
Human Behavior When Working on a Difficult
Question At first, we investigated the type of behavior a student exhibits when working on a difficult question. Previously, Nakamura et al. performed a user study in which a participant was observed while working on some difficult questions within an e-learning system [10] . The authors found that the participant gazed at one point on a PC monitor and did not click frequently for a long time. This result suggested that people tend not to move their bodies while trying to answer difficult questions to concentrate on them.
In addition, we conducted a questionnaire survey where 16 teachers participated from junior high and high schools. We asked them the following two questions:
Q1 Can you comprehend how well your students understand each studied topic only by observing their behaviors in an examination?
Q2 If Q1 is "yes," then which type of behavior is the most important factor for estimating proficiency levels?
In terms of Q1, 11 participants answered that they could comprehend their students' proficiency levels only by observing their behaviors. In particular, 10 teachers reported that they watch how fast their students solve each question for the answer of Q2. When students understand a topic, they can answer related questions quickly, and vice versa.
Sensing Principle
The proposed system estimates subjective difficulty within a typical learning environment where a student uses a pen and paper on a desk. We specifically focused on the desk panel vibration. When a student is writing an answer to a question with a pen, the pen hits and slides on the desk through the paper and consequently the desk vibrates. We measured the vibration by attaching a small piezoelectric contact sensor to the underside of the desk. We analyzed the recorded vibration data for detecting whether the student is writing, and then estimated the subjective difficulty of the current question.
Handwriting detection. Figure 3 shows the classification tree applied to the measured vibration data. The recorded data is first classified as either c no−vibration and c vibration . When there is no collision and friction on the desk panel, data is classified as c no−vibration . When any collision and friction occurs, data is classified as c vibration . Next, the data falling into c vibration is further classified into c writing and c noise . We only consider the c writing case in which collision and friction are made by a pen on paper. The vibration that occurs when the student does not write anything is regarded as c noise (e.g., the friction vibration of the paper or the student's hand with the desk). We refer to c no−vibration and c noise classes together as the c no−writing class. The desk panel vibration is measured as a monaural signal with a sampling frequency of 44,100 Hz. The measured vibration is down-sampled to 11,025 Hz, and then its Fourier transform is computed. We analyzed the frequency characteristics of the measured vibration data for classifying it into the proposed classes. In a preliminary study, we measured desk panel vibrations in the following conditions: (1) a participant wrote texts with a pen and paper on the desk (i.e., c writing ), (2) he or she did not write anything but did other things such as finger tapping or sliding the paper along the desk (i.e., c noise ), and (3) nothing existed on the desk (i.e., c no−vibration ). We found resulting differences in the spectra at frequency bands of 200-250 Hz and 1,050-1,130 Hz between c writing and c no−writing . Figure 4 shows the spectra of each class. Thus, we used the means and variances of the spectra at these two frequency bands for classifying the vibration into c writing and c no−writing . We applied a decision tree for the classification. Subjective difficulty estimation. We made an assumption that a student repeats two states while answering a question as shown in Fig. 5 . The first one is s thinking in which a student is thinking, and the second is s writing in which he or she is writing.
As a preliminary stage of the subjective difficulty estimation, we proposed to distinguish s thinking from s writing by analyzing the measured vibration data as s thinking and s writing , which correspond to c no−writing and c writing , respectively. To investigate the relationship between subjective difficulty and writing behavior, we observed a few students working on a series of calculations in a classroom. They frequently stopped writing when working through difficult questions while rarely stopping when questions were easier (Fig. 6) . Hypothetically, when they stopped writing, they were thinking about the questions. In other words, students tend more toward a state of s thinking rather than s writing . Thus, we defined subjective difficulty as the ratio of the duration of s thinking to the total amount of time spent for a question. Suppose that the duration of s writing is t writing and that of s thinking is t thinking , then the ratio r or subjective difficulty, would be computed as r = t thinking t writing + t thinking .
Proof-of-Concept Experiment
We additionally conducted a proof-of-concept experiment. A prototype system is shown in the left of Fig. 1 . We prepared a ballpoint pen and a desk whose top was chiefly made of wood (500 × 400 mm). We attached a small piezoelectric sensor (27 mm radius, less than 1 mm thick) to the underside of the desk. A PC (Apple MacBook, CPU: 2.1 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo, RAM: 2 GB) was used for recording the measured vibration data and estimating the subjective difficulty. Vibration data was amplified before being sent to the PC.
Evaluation of handwriting detection.
We generated a decision tree for classifying the captured vibration into c writing and c no−writing based on the C4.5 algorithm. Five subjects were selected from the local university (mean age 24.2; 3 female, 2 male) and were requested to work on simple calculation questions on paper using MVPen 1 for answering the questions. MVPen is a ballpoint pen equipped with a sensor that can detect when it touches the paper. Its sampling rate is 211.06 Hz. The touch information obtained from the MVPen is regarded as reference. We prepared 60 different math questions for each subject.
When each subject worked through the calculations, desk panel vibrations were captured by the sensor and the touch information obtained from the MVPen was recorded. Time series of the captured vibration data was segmented in such a way that the duration of each segment was 1/211.06 s, and then each segment was classified into either c writing or c no−writing by using the reference. For each segment, the mean and variance values of the spectra at the frequency bands of 200-250 Hz and 1,050-1,130 Hz were calculated. These feature values constituted the training data for generating a decision tree based on the C4.5 algorithm.
We applied a 10-fold cross-validation to the data of each subject for evaluating the decision tree. As a result, 80.6 % and 82.2 % of the vibration data were correctly classified as c writing and c no−writing , respectively, on average (Fig. 7) .
Evaluation of subjective difficulty estimation. We evaluated the proposed subjective difficulty estimation method by conducting a user study. We prepared three math questions of different difficulties (linear, simultaneous, and quadratic equations). Each subject tried to solve them in a random order. The subjective difficulty of each question was computed by Eq. (1). We also asked the subject to report the subjective difficulty of each question, according to a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (very easy) to 5 (very difficult), just after he or she solved it.
Ten university students (mean age 23.6; 4 female, 6 male) participated in the study. Results showed that for 6 of the 10 subjects, the order of difficulty of the three questions was identical for computed and reported subjective difficulty. Figure 8 shows examples of computed and reported subjective difficulties for two subjects.
Psychological Stress Estimation Technique
This section describes how to estimate a writer's psychological stress by desk panel vibration caused by handwriting. Stress estimation is useful in various fields such as a smart home that could increase a resident's comfort by automatically playing re- laxing music upon recognizing when the resident feels stress.
Investigation of Relationship between Psychological Stress and Writing Behavior
First we investigated how psychological stress affects pen speed and pen pressure in a preliminary experiment by using a pen tablet (Wacom Cintiq 12WX). In this experiment, subjects wrote their signatures on the pen tablet for 90 seconds in both the following two conditions; one was a "normal" condition in which subjects performed the task in a normal environment, and the other was a "stress" condition in which a balloon was blown up and popped next to the subjects while they wrote their signatures (Fig. 9 ). Ten students (mean age 23.1; 5 female, 5 male) were recruited from a local university. Pen pressure and speed were measured with the pen tablet at the sampling rate of 40 Hz.
We observed a correlation between the SD of pen speed and the psychological stress of subjects. Figure 10 shows the measured pen speed and pen pressure in "normal" and "stress" conditions of two subjects. Each point represents the average value of each stroke. Results showed that the pen speeds of some strokes were faster in the "stress" condition than in the "normal" condition, while pen pressures were equivalent. We looked into the pen speed data and found, in the results of eight subjects, that pen speed became intermittently faster in the "stress" condition than in the "normal" condition as shown in Fig. 11 . Intermittent changes of the pen speed can be reflected in its SD. Figure 12 shows SDs of the pen speed and pen pressure in the last five pen strokes of both the "normal" and "stress" conditions of two subjects. Based on the results, we used the SD of pen speed for estimating the psychological stress of the writer.
Investigation of Relationship between Pen Speed and Desk Panel Vibration
Because we do not directly measure pen speed but instead measure vibration, we investigated the relationship between pen speed and desk panel vibration. We conducted another preliminary experiment to confirm a correlation between them. We attached a vibration sensor, particularly a wall contact microphone (Sun-Mechatronics MW-22), to the underside of the pen tablet used in the previous experiment. The handwriting vibration of the pen tablet was measured with the sensor as a monaural signal at the sampling frequency of 44,100 Hz. The measured vibration was down-sampled to 5,512.5 Hz, and then its Fourier transform was computed. We equally divided the spectrogram into 512 regions in the frequency domain and computed the average value of the power spectrum in each region for obtaining 512 feature values.
In the experiment, each of 10 subjects (mean age 23.1; 5 female, 5 male) drew five lines with different pen speeds on the pen tablet. We computed the correlation coefficient between each power spectrum and pen speed. Several frequency bands were strongly correlated with pen speed, including those at 96 Hz and 503 Hz [r = −0.91 and r = 0.87, respectively] (Fig. 13) . These results suggest that pen speed can be measured as a power spectrum of desk panel vibration in the frequency domain. 
Psychological Stress Estimation
According to the two preliminary experiments, we constructed a psychological stress estimator for classifying whether a writer feels stress ("stressed state") or not ("normal state") via the recording of desk panel vibrations. The estimator computes 512 power spectra of the Fourier transform of measured vibration data, as well as their SDs of the last five pen strokes. These computed values together constitute a feature vector (512 dimensions). The feature vector is then fed into a decision tree for identifying the writer's psychological state. The tree is generated by the C4.5 algorithm from a set of training data.
Proof-of-Concept Experiment
We next conducted a proof-of-concept experiment. We prepared the same pen tablet and attached the same vibration sensor to its underside. Each of the 10 subjects (mean age 23.1; 5 female, 5 male) wrote their signatures in the same conditions as the first preliminary experiment (i.e., each subject wrote the signature for 90 seconds both in the "stress" and "normal" condition). We obtained 558 pen strokes in the "normal" condition and 442 pen strokes in the "stress" condition. We then applied the 10-fold cross-validation for evaluating the proposed technique of psychological stress estimation.
Results showed that 93.8 % of pen strokes were correctly classified as "normal state," while 92.8 % were correctly classified as "stress state," on average (Fig. 14) . The proposed technique could correctly estimate whether or not a writer felt stress by analyzing the vibration of handwriting.
Discussion
We may not be able to apply the decision trees generated in this paper to another pen and desk panel, because vibrations vary according to factors such as materials, shapes, and weights. Users of our techniques will need situationally specific calibrations every time different pens and desk panels are utilized. The investigation and development of efficient calibration techniques will be one of our future studies.
Although we employed the ratio of the time duration of s thinking to the total amount of time spent on a question for estimating subjective difficulty, this measure cannot be universally applied. The behavior of a student who is working through a difficult question varies among individuals. In particular, when deeply thinking about a question, some students stop moving their pens, while others instead frequently tap their pens on the desk. We designed the current system by considering the former case; thus, the latter students were not studied. Further investigations into other distinctive features of estimating subjective difficulty are needed.
All the experiments described in this paper were carried out with a small number of subjects in limited or extraordinary situations. Therefore statistical analyses for the experimental results do not make much sense. We need to conduct other field experiments with more subjects in more normal situations as future works.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated ambient sensing techniques that can recognize writer's psychological states by measuring the vibrations of handwriting on a desk panel using a piezoelectric contact sensor attached to its underside. In particular, we described a technique that estimates the question's subjective difficulty for a student as the ratio of the time duration of thinking to the total amount of time spent on a question. Overall, results confirmed that our technique could correctly recognize whether or not a person wrote something down on a paper at least 80 % of the time. Furthermore, we also found that in over 60 % of instances, the order of difficulties of three questions was coincident between the order computed with our proposed technique and that reported by the subject. Results of the additional experimentation also showed that the SD of the spectrum of the measured vibration could correctly estimate whether or not the writer felt stress at least 90 % of the time. In future studies, the authors will estimate not only subjective difficulty and psychological stress but also other subjective information such as uncertainty for a question and other emotions (e.g., happiness, anger, sadness, and fear).
